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241626639801825705531979-200416 - Blackburn Bay

030320322801990-199415 - Midnight Pass

27667670890310181355571975-200414 - Little Sarasota Bay

303684709120112021275771972-200413 - Roberts Bay

371051176411241691981-200412 - Big Sarasota Pass

465698762139311361438521972-200411 - SE Sarasota Bay

3586586929719571146211978-200410 - SW Sarasota Bay

01591759114751990-200409 - New Pass

581524734895941812711972-200408 - E Sarasota Bay

60168237465503126991979-200407 - W Sarasota Bay

012435017434931501987-199406 - NE Sarasota Bay

0872807429425081972-199405 - NW Sarasota Bay

0532536030522301972-199403 - Palma Sola Bay

04724712142122041972-1994
02 - North Palma Sola
Bay

0595934656541224651972-200401 - Anna Maria Sound
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Question:
Are Kd values in the range expected?

Approach:
Apply relationship Kd=1/Secchi.

Giessen (1990) reported Kd=1.5/Secchi to
Kd=1.8/Secchi 
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Question:
Are there vertical spatial sources of 
variation in light attenuation values
that should be accounted for in the
Approach (e.g., back scattering)?

Approach:
Review observed relationship between 
Kd and 1/Secchi by water depth.
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Question:
Are there temporal sources of 
variation in light attenuation values
that should be accounted for in the
approach?

Approach:
Review observed data time series.
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1996-97

Deviation from Kd =f(1/Secchi) Before 1998

““TypicalTypical””



Prior to 1998:
* Secchi disk was deeper than typical
* Color was lower than typical
* Chlorophyll a was lower than typical
* TSS was typical

These observations were logically
consistent with each other.
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1996-97

Secchi disk depth was deeper than typical



1996-97

Color was lower than typical
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Chlorophyll a was lower than typical



1996-97

Although variable, TSS was typical



1996-97

However, Kd was greater than typical
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Conclusion: Use 1999 to 2004 Kd Data



Question:
Can an empirical approach relating the
variation in light attenuation to the
variation in water quality be used?

Approach:
Review observed relationships, and
develop a strawman model for
discussion.
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* Kd was related to chlorophyll in a quantifiable

manner
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* Chlorophyll and color were strongly and
consistently correlated across segments.

* Chlorophyll was often correlate with turbidity and
TSS, but to a lesser extent than color in strength
of correlation and spatial consistency.
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Kd was related to Chlorophyll in a quantifiable manner



Kd was related to Color in a quantifiable manner



Chlorophyll was correlated with Color
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Roberts Bay = 5 ug/L



Lemon Bay = 8.5 ug/L



Blackburn Bay = 28 ug/L



Gallegos (2001)


